WHY ONELOG?

WE ARE THE MARKET LEADER

HAVE YOUR SAY

Onelog is the market leading technology to manage, connect,
report and recover costs associated with content usage. It is
designed to work in all law firms regardless of size and be
administrated by librarians with minimal involvement from IT.

We encourage debate and feedback. For this reason we have an
unmoderated forum that can be accessed directly from the Onelog
control panel so that you can share experiences.

Our uniquely customisable, automated reports set us apart from
others and the proven Return On Investment makes implementing
Onelog an easy business decision.

THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY, THE
RIGHT APPROACH

We hold annual user group meetings so you get to meet us and
more importantly other Onelog users. This is all part of the service.

WHY ITS - OUR COMPANY
ITS has over 60 employees and has been in business for over 25
years.

Our focus is on getting things right first time. We only release a new
feature once we are sure that it is ready to go.

ITS is an ISO 9001:2008 and Investor in People certified
organisation. This ensures that our people understand the workings
of the company and what their role is in supporting you, our
customers.

As well as having the easiest administration in the industry, we also
offer automated updates to resources. If a change takes place or if
you add a new resource, our central server will effortlessly update
your Onelog.

HIGHLY COMMENDED TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

FAIR LICENSING WITH NO HIDDEN
COSTS
Our modular system pricing allows you to create the solution that’s
right for you at a price point that fits within your budget. The base
module includes all the reports we are famous for. All other modules
can be purchased separately.
Onelog provides unlimited access for unlimited users, and whether
you have 50 or 50,000 resources, you will not pay a penny more.
We do not charge for scripting or adding new electronic resources
to the system. If you come across a resource that has not been
scripted for use with Onelog we add it to the system at no
additional charge.

Your Onelog purchase includes on-site training, as we believe faceto-face training and meeting our customers is the best way for us
and you to learn the full potential of Onelog. ITS Technical Support
is based in both the USA and Europe, which puts us in a unique
position to provide unparalleled, extended hours of support.

ARRANGE A
DEMONSTRATION
TODAY
WWW.ONELOG.COM

INFO@ONELOG.COM

